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Introduction 

In this assignment I will be comparing Max and Eleven from the show Stranger 
Things. I will be comparing their appearance, personalities, actions, motives and 
powers. I hope by reading this assignment you will get to know Max and Eleven’s 
similarities and differences. 

 

Appearance 
Max and Eleven had very little similarities in appearance.  They are both girls and 

both have curly hair during one season. Max has curly red hair and Eleven has curly 
short brown hair.  They are both the same age and both are caucasion. 

Even though Max and Eleven are good friends, they do not look totally alike. 
Other than being girls, they are different people. Both girls got clothes at the GAP at 
Starcourt Mall. Both love shopping but Eleven likes dresses and Max likes shorts and 
shirts. They were different because Max had more of a tomboy look and Eleven had no 
hair.  Even though her hair was short, she was not a tomboy. Max is more of a tomboy 
because she was always seen riding a skateboard and Eleven did not. 

 



 

Personality  
        Eleven and Max have some personality similarities and differences. The first 
similarity they have is that both of them stood strong when someone in there family 
died. Eleven’s dad got lost in the upside down or is with the Russians, but Eleven thinks 
he died saving the world. Max’s brother died saving Eleven and her friends. In the last 
episode, someone in both of their family died sacrificing himself. They were both sad 
but they stayed strong for their friends. Another similarity they have is they are both 
funny when they are together. They had a sleepover and they both were laughing and 
having fun. You could tell that they enjoyed each others company. 

The first difference is that Max is more outgoing. Max got in the friend group 
easily even though some of the other boys did not want her in.  She was persistent in 
making friends. Eleven is not very talkative. Max is talkative and is a little sassy. Eleven 
was shy in Season 1, she did not like to talk and Max was always talking so much that 
Will and Mike thought Max was annoying. 

 
Actions/Motives 

Max and Eleven have some similarities and differences in their actions and 
motivations. The first action similarity Max 
and Eleven have was that they both helped 
to beat the demogorgon. In season 3 
Eleven was attacked by the demogorgon 
and Max was the first one to pull her legs 
so she wouldn’t get suked up. Another 
similarity is that they both spent time 
together doing things they both liked. Max 

asked Eleven to have a sleepover and spend the day together and went to the mall and 
they both loved to do that.  

My first difference for actions is that Eleven had a much bigger part saving her 
friends when she told Billy to save her by telling him memories. Max had a smaller part 
by throwing fireworks on the demogorgon. Another difference for actions is that Eleven 
closed the portal to the Upside Down and Max did not but that is because she does not 
have super powers like Eleven. Max did help get the mind flare out of Will but Eleven 
did helped with the mind flare and closing the portal.  

Now time to discuss motives. My first simularty for motives is that Max and 
Eleven both get motivated by their friends. This started to happen when Max joined the 



group and Eleven didn't like it at first because she was stealing Mike from her. My next 
similarity is that they both get motivated by each other. At one of their sleepovers they 
talk about boys and things they have in common.  

My first difference for motives is that Eleven gets her powers by thinking about 
the things she's gone through and Max does it in a different way. But that is because 
Eleven has powers. 

 

                         Powers 
Max and Eleven can also be compared in Powers. My first similarity is that Max 

and Eleven both have the power to do things together. The do a lot of things together 
since there friends. If you didn't know Max and Eleven are friends they hang out 
together a lot in season 3. My difference is that Eleven Telekinesis thats her power. Max 
she can do stuff but she doesn't have a power. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                  Conclusion  
I hope my comparison helped you find out more about Max and Eleven. 


